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This book discusses the techniques of valuation and the considerations that you have
to bear in mind in valuing different types of companies. It provides a bridge between the
world of ‘academic finance’ and the ‘what do we do today’ world of appraisers,
managers, investors, regulators, and lawyers who are involved in valuing real
companies. This book is aimed at two distinct audiences: * Finance practitioners, senior
managers, and investors who are involved in valuation * MBA students and
professional accountants who are pursuing specialised courses in corporate valuation,
such as the ones offered by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and the
Institute of Cost and Works Accountants of India
The Second Edition of the book encompasses two new chapters—Strategic Cost
Management and Business Ethics—A Strategic Financial Management Instrument. The
book, being an augmented version of the previous edition, equips the young managers
with the fundamentals and basics of strategic management and financial management
in a cogent manner. The text now provides a better orientation to the students on the
topics like corporate restructuring, divestitures, acquisitions, and mergers in the global
context with the help of examples and caselets. The book has been revised keeping in
view the requirements of postgraduate students of management and the students
pursuing professional courses such as CA, MFC and CS. In addition, professionals
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working in the corporate sector may also find the book beneficial to integrate the
financial management functions into business strategy and financial operations.
Distinctive features • Model question papers have been appended at the end of the
book. • Better justification of topics by merging the contents wherever required. •
Theory supported with caselets inspired from global as well as Indian context.
This book discusses various aspects of cost accounting – cost ascertainment, cost
analysis, and managerial decision making – in a logical and comprehensive manner.
The new edition provides lots of Indian cases and excel templates to solve the
problems and illustrations. Salient Features: New 19 Indian cases Excel templates to
provide solution to the numerical problems at the end of each chapter Text and chapter
end problems are thoroughly revised to meet the requirements of students in both PG
and UG level courses
Financial Management: Theory and Practice celebrates the 23rd Anniversary of its
publication. Over these two decades, Indian business and finance have considerably
changed owing to deregulation, liberalisation, privatisation, globalisation, and the
ascendance of the services sector. The book has kept pace with these changes and
captures the central themes and concerns of corporate financial management-making it
both contemporary and comprehensive.The book seeks to:*Build understanding of the
central ideas and theories of modern finance*Develop familiarity with the analytical
techniques helpful in financial decision making *Furnish institutional material relevant
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for understanding the environment in which financial decisions are taken *Discuss the
practice of financial management.
In the current scenario, investing in the stock markets poses a significant challenge
even for seasoned professionals. Not surprisingly, many students find the subject
Security Analysis and Portfolio Management difficult. This book offers conceptual clarity
and in-depth coverage with a student-friendly approach. Targeted at the postgraduate
students of management and commerce, it is an attempt to demystify the difficult
subject. The book is divided into three parts. Part I explains the Indian stock market;
Part II exclusively deals with the different aspects of security analysis; Part III is
devoted to portfolio analysis.
Faculty Description: Used extensively by professionals, organizations, and schools
across the country, ANALYSIS OF INVESTMENTS AND MANAGEMENT OF
PORTFOLIOS, 10E, International Edition combines solid theory with practical
application in order to help students learn how to manage their money so that they can
maximize their earning potential. Filled with real-world illustrations and hands-on
applications, this text takes a rigorous, empirical approach to teaching students about
topics such as investment instruments, capital markets, behavioral finance, hedge
funds, and international investing. It also emphasizes how investment practice and
theory are influenced by globalization. In addition, this tenth edition includes new
coverage of relevant topics such as the impact of the 2008 financial market crisis,
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changes in rating agencies and government agencies such as Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac, global assets risk-adjusted performance and intercorrelations, and more. Students
can also take advantage of the Thomson ONE Business School Edition, an online, onestop shop to do financial analysis and research.
The thoroughly revised 2nd edition of Behavioural Finance is designed as a textbook
for students of MBA and CFA Programme. It will also serve a reference book for
investment practitioners and corporate finance executives. The book discusses
financial decision-making and financial markets from the perspective of behavioural
sciences and allied disciplines. It expounds theories of behavioural finance and
explores ways and means of injecting greater rationality in financial and investment
decisions making. Salient Features: • An overview of Behavioural Finance • New and
updated content in chapters 2-14 • A new mini case on Behavioural Biases and Asset
Allocation • 16 new Appendices such as Expectations Investing Process, Left Brain,
Right Stuff, and The Paradox of Choice
Financial Management Principles and Practice, second edition is fundamentally
designed to serve as an introduction to the study of Financial Management for students,
Financial professionals, teachers and managers. The developments in the capital
market and the new avenues available to tackle the traditional financial constraints
have placed the present day finance manager in a situation to learn new skills and
constantly update knowledge to take financial decision in a competitive environment,
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develop a familiarity with the analytical techniques and understand the theories of
modern finance. Financial Management Principles and Practice is designed as a
comprehensive and analytical treatise to fill the gaps. l The book seeks to build and
develop familiarity with the analytical techniques in financial decision making in the
competitive world. l This book covers the requirement for discussion to help
Practitioners, managers, Financial professionals, academicians and students reason
out Financial Management issues for themselves and thus be better prepared when
making real-world investment decisions.l The book is structured in such a way that it
can be used in both semester as well as trimester patterns of various MBA, M.Com,
PGDM, PGP, PG Courses of all major universities, CA, CS, CFA, CWA, CPA of
Professional and autonomous institutions.l It provides complete clarity in a simple style,
which will help the students in easy understanding.l Discussion as well as mind
stretching questions at the end of each chapter to stimulate financial decision making.l
Concepts are explained with a number of illustrations and diagrams for clear
understanding of subject matter. l The strong point of the book is its easy readability
and clear explanation as well as extensive use of Case Study's and Project Works
(more then 27 cases) which have been included in many chapters for Class discussion,
EDP and FDP.DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THIS EDITION:v Provides complete
clarity in a simple style v 628 Solved Problemsv 259 Unsolved Problemsv Seven new
chapters included v 399 Review questions (theoretical questions)v 212 Fill in the blanks
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with answersv 101 True or false questions with answers v 26 case study's for class
discussion v Discussion as well as mind stretching questions at the end of each chapter
to stimulate financial decision making
The ninth edition of Projects is a comprehensive and up-to-date text that discusses key
principles and techniques for evaluating capital expenditure proposals, as well as
strategic, qualitative and organizational considerations impacting capital budgeting
decisions. The book presents the entire gamut of capital budgeting and suggest ways
of improving its practices. It is the most contemporary Indian book available that
describes and evaluates business practices in various areas. It helps readers develop a
thorough understanding of the theories and concepts in a systematic way.
The thrust of this second edition of Strategic Financial Management book is on
discussing the eight levers of value creation reflected in what the author calls the
‘Value Octagon,’ comprising strategy and business model; capital allocation; strategic
financing decisions ; organizational architecture; cost management; corporate risk
management; mergers, acquisitions and restructuring; and corporate governance.
Salient Features: Enthused by the response to the first edition, the following has been
added: • Appendix 4A: Competing with Ordinary Resources • Section 5.12: Five
Principles of Capital Allocation • Section 5.13: Personality Traits and Capital
Management • Appendix 6D: Magic of Securitization • Appendix 7A: Time to Dump
Traditional Budgeting • Appendix 9C: A Practical Guide to Risk Management •
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Appendix 10C: Negotiation Ranges and Exchange Ratios • Appendix 10E: The ‘India
Way’ of Managing Overseas Acquisitions • Appendix 10F: Archetypes for Value
Creation • Section 11.12: Integrity • Section 11.13: Governance of Financial Institutions
• Appendix 11B: How the Audit Committee Can Add Value • Appendix 11C: Seven
Deadly Sins of Financial Reporting • Appendix 12A: EVA Momentum Chapter 13 titled
“Stellar Value Creators” has been updated and augmented with new sections on The
Outsiders and Sustained Business Success. With these additions and updating the
book represents an improvement over its earlier edition.

This book is widely used in introductory and intermediate corporate finance
courses. This sixth edition offers an increased focus on questions and solutions.
A greater number of questions have been inserted at the introductory and
intermediate levels, and the Financial Management link on the website
www.jutaacademic.co.za will offer additional questions and solutions. Recent
examination questions from Part 1 and Part II of the Qualifying Examination have
been included, as well as questions from the professional examinations set by
ACCA and CIMA. Real-world applications of corporate finance theory and new
developments are included to ensure that the textbook retains its relevance.
This manual contains completely worked-out solutions for all the odd-numbered
exercises in the text, covering Chapters 11 16.
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In this completely revised edition, young people learn how to get and manage
credit, how to make and stick to a budget, how to pay for college, how to
determine needs versus wants, how to pay for a car, how to open a bank
account, how to balance a checkbook, how to manage finances online, and how
to avoid financial mistakes. You will also learn about investments, taxes, checks,
debit cards, credit cards, and budget tips. This book is filled with helpful
suggestions from financial counselors, and you will discover ways to jumpstart
your financial future and use money responsibly.
The book offers a basic and clear understanding of finance and accounting to
non-finance professionals. It would also assist them understand the financial and
accounting reports used in the business, appreciate the financial implications of
their decisions, and communicate meaningfully with their colleagues in the
language of accounting and finance. Salient Features: - Two new chapters:
Corporate Valuation and Financial Risk Management - Four new Appendices:
Frugal Innovations in Emerging Markets, Microsoft Excel as a Financial
Calculator, Beta Values for Sensex Stocks and Supply Chain Management Enhanced and updated content as per the latest financial changes
The fourth edition of the casebook in financial Management contains an
organized group of cases depicting diverge real-life financial situations faced by
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the managers. This book is intended for students pursuing post-graduate studies
in management, finance and control, commerce, and Accountancy. It provides
hands-on experience to the students pursuing courses in chartered Accountancy,
cost management Accountancy, company Secretary, financial analysts, and
courses offered by other professional bodies. The book has also been designed
keeping in view the requirements of the financial executives, who wish to update
their knowledge about new thinking in financial Management and to improve their
ability to make the right financial decisions. Key Features: ? the revised edition of
the book includes 64 cases, covering a wide spectrum of topics. ? in this edition,
the authors have updated many cases, dropped some and added several new
and relevant cases. ? the new cases developed are topics pertaining to the
emerging areas of financial analysis, performance management and valuation,
private equity finance, etc.
Fundamentals of Financial Management has been designed to discuss the fundamental
concepts and principles of financial management. This book aims to fulfil the
requirement of students of undergraduate courses in commerce and management,
particularly the B.Com. (H) Vth Semester/Annual Mode of Delhi University and other
Central Universities throughout India. The Present Publication is the 16th Edition,
authored by Dr. R.P. Rustagi, with the following noteworthy features: · [Simple,
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Systematic & Comprehensive Explaination] The subject matter is presented in a simple,
systematic method along with a comprehensive explanation of the concept and theories
underlying financial management. The book tries to explain the subject matter in a nonmathematical and non-technical way · [Student-Oriented Book] This book has been
developed, keeping in mind the following factors: o Interaction of the author/teacher
with their students in the classroom o Shaped by the author/teachers experience of
teaching the subject-matter at different levels o Reaction and responses of students
have also been incorporated at different places in the book · Multiple Choice Questions,
Graded Illustrations and Theoretical Questions have been added at the end of different
chapters · [Financial Decision Making through EXCEL] is explained with the help of
several numerical examples from different topics · [Latest Question Papers] Question
appeared in the Latest Question Paper of Delhi University have been incorporated at
appropriate places · The chapter on Capital Budgeting: Techniques of Evaluation has
the following features: o Basic principles of calculation of Cash Flows for capital
budgeting proposals have been summarised for quick reference o A new section to
deal with the Analysis of Risk in Capital Budgeting proposals has been introduced o
Discussions on the Modified Internal Rate of Return have been inserted. · The structure
of this book is as follows: o Synopsis (Chapter Plan) o Main Body (Contents) o Points to
Remember o Graded Illustrations o Object Type Questions (True/False) o Multiple
Choice Questions o Theoretical Assignments o Problems (Unsolved Questions with
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Answers) Contents of this book are as follows: · Part I – Background · Part II – LongTerm Investment Decisions: Capital Budgeting · Part III – Financing Decision · Part IV –
Divided Decision · Part V – Management of Current Assets · Part VI – Valuation ·
Appendices o Financial Decision Making with Excel o Past Year Question Papers with
Suggested Answers to Practical Questions o Mathematical Tables
Financial Management by Khan and Jain is one book in the Indian market which deals
with topics following step-by-step learning approach backed by large number of solved
problems. Keeping in line with the previous editions, this 8th edition brings out the
explanation of theories, concepts and techniques explicitly, with more excel integration
in the text. This book will be useful to both finance managers and management
students. Salient Features: - Updated text aligned with new SEBI guidelines and
change in CSR policies - Rich pedagogy - Excel integration-based template made
available online. - Web supplements - For instructors: Lecture slides - For Students:
Additional cases, solved problems, chapter end solution to numerical review questions
By FOLLOWING these steps in the EBook, you will learn how to get business credit
with no personal guarantee. These are the basic beginning steps to get 200K in
business credit. Starting from applying for your Dun & Bradstreet number, getting listed
on Google, securing Net30 and vendor accounts. Even correcting inaccuracies on your
business credit reports! This accompanying PDF will teach you everything.. The
chapters include different companies/lenders that offer VENDOR CREDIT (NET 30,
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NET 60), UTILITIES/PHONES SERVICE, NO PG/COMMERCIAL CAR LENDING, NO
PG/CORPORATE CARDS, and even HOTEL/CORP HOUSING CREDIT.
This book seeks to capture the essence of modern developments in investments and
provides a guided tour of the intricate and complex world of investments.Written by a
highly acknowledged author and expert, this book:*Describes the characteristics of
various investment alternatives available to investors *Discusses how the securities
market functions *Explains the techniques used by professionals for analyzing and
valuing investment alternatives *Discusses the implications of modern research in the
field of investments *Explains how financial derivatives like futures and options are
valued *Presents a framework for portfolio management *Provides insights into the
strategies followed by the investment wizards of the world *Sensitises the reader to the
pitfalls in the investment game *Offers a set of guidelines for investors with varying
inclinations
Financial ManagementTata McGraw-Hill EducationFinancial ManagementTata McGrawHill Education
Projects presents the entire gamut of capital budgeting. The book discusses the key principles
and techniques for evaluating capital expenditure proposals, as well as strategic, qualitative
and organizational considerations impacting capital budgeting decisions. Further, it suggests
ways of improving project appraisal and capital budgeting practices, and also describes and
evaluates business practices in various areas.Highlights of the seventh edition:* Substantial
revision of nine chapters* Fifteen new sections* Four new mini cases* Online solutions manual
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and power point slides for instructors and spreadsheets for students.
ÿChandra: Fundamentals of Financial Management discusses the fundamental principles and
techniques of financial management. This book seeks to show how a wide range of financial
decision situations should be analysed. It aptly illustrates the various concepts, tools and
techniques of financial management with the help of suitable examples. Salient Features: ?
Coverage on important new sections such as Securitisation, Cost of Retained Earnings and
Cost of External Equity. ? New chapter on Risk Management which presents how financial
management evolves in response to changes in the financial environment. ? Four chapters
completely revised keeping in view the changes that have taken place in the Pro forma of
Balance Sheet & Statement of Profit and Loss Account. ? Companion website which provides
Instructors exclusive access to PowerPoint presentations, solutions manual, solutions for
additional problems, quiz bank and quiz key. It also provides additional problems to Students
for more practice.
Written by a widely respected author team, this investments text takes an empirical approach
to explaining current, real-world practice. Providing the most comprehensive coverage
available, the text emphasizes investment alternatives and teaches students how to analyze
these choices and manage their portfolios.
The thoroughly revised seventh edition of Fundamentals of Financial Management discusses
the fundamental principles and techniques of financial management. The book shows how a
wide range of financial decisions should be analysed. It aptly illustrates various theories,
concepts, tools and techniques of financial management with the help of suitable examples
and various illustrations. Designed for the first course in financial management, it is aimed at
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students of B Com, BBA, BBS, M Com, MBA and professional courses offered by ICAI, ICMA,
and ICSI. Key Features: • 17 new mini cases at the end of various chapters • New solved
problems and additional problems added to several chapters • A new appendix on Microsoft
Excel as a Financial Calculator • New sections added on topics, such as, Survey of Cost of
Capital Practices, Derivatives Market in India, Mutual Funds, Credit Rating, Political Risk, and
Use of Derivatives
Market_Desc: The style and structure of the book is lucid and designed to cater the needs of
the students of MBA, M. Com, B. Com, and BBA courses. It will also prove helpful to the CA,
CWA, CS, CFA, CFM students, along with corporate managers and entrepreneurs. About The
Book: This book on Financial Management explains various financial concepts in an easy-tounderstand style. The book is meant for readers who wish to have an in-depth study of various
financial concepts with emphasis on practical applications. The book contains everything about
finance from micro to macro level. Multiple case studies are incorporated to familiarize the
readers with the real world problems and their solutions. In addition, a number of solved
problems are provided to highlight the practical aspect of financial concepts.The style and
structure of the book is lucid and designed to cater the needs of the students of MBA, M. Com,
B. Com, and BBA courses. The book will also prove helpful to the CA, CWA, CS, CFA, CFM
students, along with corporate managers and entrepreneurs.
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